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ABSTRACT

The vision is a software-defined quantum network that enables a flexible experimental platform for developing quantum applications for
industry. While components of the quantum Internet are under development, the control plane remains undefined. The quantum Internet,
like the classical Internet, will be a network of networks. Operation of an industrial quantum network is viewed as a networked control
problem, and a time-sensitive network control plane is proposed to enable a quantum software-defined network. Measurement-device-
independent quantum key distribution is used as an example implementation since it provides a foundation for a quantum repeater and, by
extension, the quantum Internet. Results indicate that a time-sensitive network control plane design is feasible, and its pros and cons are
discussed.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1116/5.0051881

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial communication networks typically comprise rugged-
ized automation systems enabling near to hard real-time control of
interconnected intelligent electronic devices. These networks often
take the form of local-area networks (LAN) for process control.
Examples of LAN-based control include power grid substations,
vehicles, and, as specific examples, aviation or locomotive engine con-
trol. Industrial networks can also take the form of wide-area networks
(WAN), for example, power grid transmission management and con-
trol. The requirement for real-time operation and the fact that indus-
trial networks control life-critical systems make determinism and
reliability essential elements of their functionality. Network determin-
ism and reliability often take precedence in industry rather than the
primary focus of research today, which is focused on distance, fairness
(whether users and applications receive a fair share of network resour-
ces, such as entangled pairs), and bandwidth. In other words, many
industrial control applications would prefer transmission rates that are
deterministic and reliable over faster transmission suffering from
probabilistic jitter and that also may be less reliable. As an example of
this, the Ethernet standards ubiquitously used today were not designed
to address industrial control networking requirements; to compensate
for this, classical industrial networks have implemented supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) to meet time-critical

requirements by using a hierarchical network partitioned into dif-
ferent levels meeting the differing requirements of a time-critical
system. At the lowest level, localized, low-latency communication
interconnects individual sensors and actuators. Progressively higher
levels cover wider areas of control with correspondingly reduced
communication and timing requirements. The highest level of the
industrial network comprises the control center for the entire sys-
tem. Each level is implemented using different communication
hardware, network stacks, and protocols suitable for the require-
ments at that level. Industrial quantum networks will have to meet
these same requirements.

Recently, time-sensitive networking (TSN) has changed this par-
adigm by defining soft and hard real-time classes of traffic, reusing
IEEE concepts, and enabling time aware control of Ethernet traffic as a
set of standards. Individual traffic flows can be scheduled to meet
unique end-to-end traffic deadlines while simultaneously transporting
legacy, best-effort Ethernet frames. This enables the previously
described SCADA levels to be collapsed into a single, low-cost network
architecture. The old hierarchical control network composed of differ-
ent networks for each level of control can now reside on a single net-
work using scheduled traffic streams, also called flows, to ensure that
frames are delivered with the same required latency for each cycle as
illustrated in Fig. 1. A key to enabling this is the TSN scheduler.
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Lessons learned from industrial control networks can be applied to the
design of the quantum internet and are discussed in this paper.

Another unique aspect of industrial control networks is that,
while ruggedized for harsh environments, they are typically engineered
in relatively static, closed, and well-characterized environments, e.g., a
substation, factory floor, or within a vehicle, as mentioned previously.
These networks maintain relatively predetermined, static connectivity
and are expected to operate in conditions that have been well-studied
and defined to maintain expected performance before deployment.
This could make them ideal validation testbeds for quantum networks.
However, viable industrial networks also require scalability, which is
the ability to interconnect large numbers of devices including control-
lers, sensors, actuators, and other computing resources.

Consensus is forming around standards for quantum network-
ing. The U.S. Department of Energy has published a blueprint1 for a
quantum Internet. Industry will play a significant part in shaping,
implementing, and using the quantum Internet.2 Industrial communi-
cation networks have unique requirements that are often neglected
when considering the applicability of quantum networking. These
requirements should be considered within the context of advances in
classical networks, also undergoing rapid advancement, such as the
integration of 5G, design of 6G, and real-time networked control, e.g.,
time-sensitive networking.

Before further discussion of industrial quantum networking, a
clear definition of a quantum network is required. A quantum network
is a system engineered to transport a quantum state from one location
to another where the distance between locations scales with the net-
work resources applied. However, many other classical communica-
tion assumptions are often made, such as the network is a shared
medium, the rate of transport is fast enough to enable useful applica-
tions, and quantum states are not degraded during transport beyond
some usable threshold. More specifically, quantum channels imple-
menting quantum key distribution (QKD) are considered a quantum
network because they meet the fundamental requirement of delivering
a quantum state, end-to-end, to an application, which is typically

composed of classical processes that convert quantum measurements
into key materials and deliver classical keys.

Given these considerations, the remainder of this paper enumera-
tes the challenges that quantum networks must overcome to satisfy
industrial networking requirements as well as potential solutions to
these challenges.

II. APPLICATIONS

A clear understanding of the benefit of quantum networking in
an industrial environment is essential to its adoption. Cybersecurity
has been the driving application to enable adoption of quantum chan-
nels within industrial networks, primarily to implement QKD.
Quantum sensing and distributed quantum computing are other
anticipated applications that have been considered. However, the ben-
efits of these applications must be quantified to justify their commer-
cial development and use.

Let us begin with QKD, an existing commercial quantum net-
work application delivering quantum security. QKD is ideal for pro-
tecting data in motion. In an industrial network, data are relatively
short-lived, i.e., data comprise control messages in a control system
that must be immediately used to be of value; put another way, the
value of real-time control messages degrades rapidly over time as sys-
tem state changes. Such messages also have a relatively short length,
often a few bytes, but are extremely important and often life-critical in
a large industrial system. Given the small message size and short life-
time, minimal cost has been spent on securing individual messages,
particularly if the security mechanisms are in-band with message flow
and cause message delay or jitter. An advantage of QKD has been that
it can be implemented out-of-band lessening overhead on the control
channel and has the potential to provide keys fast enough to protect
such data while classical and post-quantum cryptography (PQC) over-
head is currently excessive, resulting in slow data rates (relative to real-
time operational requirements), prone to jitter, and does not fit within
small, embedded devices such as sensors.3,4 Photonic integrated circuit
(PIC) chip implementations of QKD are promising means to avoid
these problems for industrial applications.

FIG. 1. The industrial control hierarchy (left), composed of separate, over-provisioned communication networks for faster control loops, is replaced by a single Time-Sensitive
Network (TSN) using scheduled traffic streams to ensure frames are delivered with the required latency (right). The TSN scheduler is the key to enabling the required frame
delivery time with minimal jitter.
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Advances made in quantum networking research are rapidly uti-
lized to improve QKD while similarly, advances made to quantum
optical components of QKD immediately benefit quantum network-
ing. An example of this is measurement-device-independent quantum
key distribution (MDI-QKD) discussed later. It is clear that cybersecu-
rity will remain a promising application for the quantum internet,
evolving beyond classical key generation to protect inherently quan-
tum systems using concepts such as blind quantum computing. Blind
quantum computing refers to a client-server architecture where the
server performs computation using client input without knowing the
value of the inputs, thus preserving confidentiality.5 This is not unlike
classical homomorphic encryption today. Similar applications include
quantum byzantine agreement, in which multiple entities utilize a
secure distributed process to agree on a common secret decision. The
quantum algorithms reach consensus in a constant number of rounds,
whereas classical protocols require polynomial time.63 These network
applications will only become feasible once quantum computing is
adopted by industrial systems and their impact on timing is addressed.

The quantum internet could play a role in enabling quantum
computation in industrial control systems via distributed quantum
computing and quantum sensor networking. No quantum computer
has yet demonstrated quantum advantage, which is defined as the abil-
ity to perform a useful computation faster than a classical computer.
However, the quantum economic development consortium Standards
and Performance Metrics technical advisory committee is developing
benchmarks for a wide variety of quantum technologies.

For quantum computing, scaling the number of qubits, required
to achieve quantum advantage while maintaining sufficient intercon-
nectivity among all qubits, has been a significant challenge. A recur-
ring suggestion to alleviate this problem has been to use a quantum
network to interconnect sets of less-scalable quantum processors that
operate together in a distributed manner. Thus, the quantum internet
may enable an exponential speed-up of quantum computing power
with a linear number of physical resources.7 To see this, consider a
ten-qubit quantum computer that could theoretically operate upon
210 bits leveraging quantum superposition. Two such isolated com-
puters would have the power of 211 qubits while, if fully interconnected
by a quantum network, they would have the power of 220 qubits.
Clearly, this requires that the quantum network is scalable enough to
interconnect a significant number of qubits in each computer and
communication is fast and reliable enough to avoid impeding the
computation. When quantum networking enables distributed quan-
tum computing to become a reality, then it becomes more likely that
quantum computing might be brought into use for industrial network-
ing, where smaller, cheaper quantum processors could be distributed
closer to industrial applications. This would be an implementation of
quantum edge computing, where “edge computing” is an industry
buzzword for moving processing closer to where it is used to achieve
gains in efficiency.

In control theory, a control law is a mathematical formula used
by the controller to determine the output based upon the currently
sensed state. The control law may be implemented as a program for
control of industrial systems. In addition, quantum-assisted communi-
cation would then become feasible. However, initial, large, expensive
cloud-based quantum computing platforms will most likely be used by
industry for non-real-time optimization of scheduling,8 including TSN
scheduling of fixed industrial network flows and modeling of complex

fluid flow problems.9 Integration of quantum cloud-based services in
the multi-access edge computing (MEC) architecture of 5G will also
extend the market for quantum computing.

Another potential industrial quantum network application is dis-
tributed sensing.10–13 As mentioned, industrial SCADA systems man-
age and control complex, real-time processes that require sensing in
order to infer the state of the system. Recall that these systems often
reside within harsh environments with respect to temperature, humid-
ity, vibration, electromagnetic interference, etc., where sensors often
cannot be placed in desired locations in order to estimate the state of
the system. However, control system performance is dependent upon
the quality of sensor information that is available or can be inferred,
known technically as “observability.” Improved sensing precision and
ability to infer the state of all parameter values of an industrial process
under network control can yield significant performance increases and
cost savings. Distributed quantum sensing enables multiple sensors to
leverage their shared entangled states to boost the performance of the
global properties of an interrogated system, a form of quantum
metrology that could enable quantum advantage before high-speed
quantum computing matures.

However, this requires a suitable means of interconnecting the
quantum state of distributed sensors. The concept involves a quantum
circuit that processes the initial quantum state q0 to create an
entangled probe state shared by M sensors that jointly interrogate a
process. While quantum sensors can be used individually without
quantum networking, the quantum state of M sensors would necessar-
ily be in a separable form, that is, a product form q1; q2; � � � ; qM,
which generates measurement data that is post-processed to infer a
global property of the process.

The benefit of networked quantum sensors can be seen in the
fact that the sensitivity scales as 1/M, whereas the scaling of the mea-
surement sensitivity of non-networked sensors is limited by the stan-
dard quantum limit (SQL) of 1/�M from the central limit theorem.11

In a quantum network, the connections among the sensing nodes may
be entangled among the sensors. The quantum measurement of the
sensors projects onto a state entangled among the sensors. Quantum
superposition and entanglement have encouraged research into the
simultaneous estimation of multiple process parameters known as
quantum multi-parameter estimation13 for which quantum network-
ing of the sensors is required. In a similar concept, a quantum network
of entangled atomic clocks has been proposed.14 As processor and net-
working capacity increases as per Moore’s and Edholm’s laws, increas-
ing accuracy and precision in network time synchronization will
remain essential in furthering the performance of time-sensitive net-
working for industrial control systems, which requires a network of
stable, synchronized clocks.

A need that industrial networks have that quantum networking
has not yet directly addressed is communication within harsh environ-
ments, where harsh indicates high temperature, pressure, electromag-
netic interference, or other conditions that would impede the
communication channel or destroy communication devices. Classical
communication through harsh environments often involves light
transmission through optical fiber or free space. Transmission of
quantum states via single photons should be similarly possible.
Sensors and actuators that communicate within heavy industrial
equipment such as turbines or engines or operate within oil or geo-
thermal wells several kilometers beneath the earth’s surface experience
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harsh conditions as mentioned. The ability to teleport quantum states
through harsh environments would be useful for transmitting quan-
tum entanglement that is necessary for the quantum-enhanced sensor
precision. This may require an atomic vapor quantum channel operat-
ing at high temperatures and/or pressures to teleport quantum infor-
mation through such harsh environments, e.g., a quantum version of
nanoscale communication.15 Alternatively, quantum states in solid
state color centers like the nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamonds may
be useful in very high pressure and at least modest temperature envi-
ronments and communication takes place via light. However, it should
always be noted that, like the classical Internet, most quantum net-
working applications have yet to be invented.

III. COST

Coupled with benefit comes cost, namely, whether the cost of
quantum networking can be reduced to increase its overall value to a
point that it provides a competitive solution.

Reducing or eliminating cryogenics in components of the net-
work architecture will be required to make quantum networking cost-
effective for general use. However, there are industrial applications
that inherently operate at low temperatures, such as superconducting
quantum computers and superconducting power grid devices and
applications,16 magnetic resonance imagers, etc. For these applications,
the cost of the cryogenics for the network might be amortized with the
industrial application and become a more cost-effective solution.

Replacing bulk optics with photonic integrated circuits (PIC) is
another avenue for substantially reducing cost. As a consequence of
the well-known Moore’s law concerning doubling of transistors on a
chip every two years, the cost of computers and other electronic devi-
ces has plummeted even as their power has enormously increased.
Similarly, converting bulk optics to PICs should be expected to enable
increasingly sophisticated and powerful quantum networks with
simultaneously decreasing costs. PIC chips can become extremely cost
effective when the market has reached hundreds of thousands of units,
which is a driver for both the industrial internet and the Internet of
Things (IoT). At the same time, PICs have increased in reliability, life-
time, reduced their footprint, and can eliminate the costly alignment
procedures required for bulk optics. Hence, many research groups
have been working on designing and fabricating PIC chips for
QKD.17–29

It is estimated that there are hundreds of thousands of end devi-
ces on the United States power grid network that include sensors,
actuators, and controls. Secure communication with these devices is a
critical part of the network infrastructure. With the advent of quantum
computers able to break classical encryption techniques like RSA, it is
imperative to implement alternate encryption procedures such as
QKD to prevent malicious attacks on the power grid. However, com-
mercially available QKD systems make use of large and expensive
components such as superconducting nanowire single photon detec-
tors (SNSPDs) and thermoelectrically-cooled InGaAs single photon
avalanche detectors (SPADs), as well as lasers, nonlinear crystals for
spontaneous parametric down-conversion, polarization converters
and compensators, intensity and phase modulators, Faraday mirrors,
etc. Moreover, infrastructure including electrical power and water
cooling are generally required along with periodic maintenance. As a
result, the cost per QKD unit is tens of thousands of dollars. Clearly,
this cost is orders of magnitude beyond what can be implemented at

each sensor and network device within the power grid. At the same
time, a QKD implementation within a PIC format such that end devi-
ces communicate using a small, robust, and reliable QKD chip that
costs only a few dollars could make this application feasible. It is likely
that a central node with expensive and bulk optics equipment will still
be required, but this node can be networked with, and leveraged
across, many low-cost QKD chips at the end devices. Using a measure-
ment device-independent QKD (MDI-QKD) approach, the central
node can even be untrusted. The technology required for MDI-QKD
is also similar to that required for quantum repeaters that are needed
to extend the distance between central nodes and quantum computers
on the network, discussed later.

IV. STANDARDS

Communication networks inherently interconnect different devi-
ces and thus require a consistent, uniform means of interconnection
to be cost-effective that all vendors agree to implement to grow their
market. It is difficult for industry to widely adopt a new technology
until it has been standardized and quantum technologies are no
different.

Well-written standards drive innovation by enabling experts to
frame a problem in a manner amenable to the solution space. Simply
put, the quality of a solution often depends upon how a problem is
stated, i.e., asking the right questions. Along that line of reasoning,
good standards define only what is required for success and leave the
remaining areas open for innovation. As a famous sculptor is reputed
to have said, the statue already exists in the block of marble, one sim-
ply cuts away the superfluous material. Similarly, a good standard is a
work of art that can stand the test of time with no unnecessary norma-
tive requirements. Since QKD is considered a steppingstone toward
quantum networking within industry and is already undergoing rapid
standardization, it is instructive to understand the state of its
standards.30

In 2008, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) Industry Specification Group (ISG) for QKD began producing
QKD specifications covering aspects from use cases to standardized
interfaces. While standardized interfaces may seem relatively trivial,
something as simple as defining the format of the quantum key output
significantly reduces cost and complexity in the integration of QKD
into industrial systems.

In 2016, the IEEE P1913 project for software-defined quantum
communication was created. This is one of the first, farsighted efforts
to begin standards activity in this space and is still ongoing. Its focus is
upon defining common points of control, related to observability men-
tioned earlier, for general-purpose quantum networking. These com-
mon points of management and control are defined in a configuration
data model such as YANG,31 where QKD is one of the many quantum
networking use cases. Most other standards focus specifically on QKD.

In 2017, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-T)
approved the creation of two study groups, SG 13 (future networks,
focusing on IMT-2019, cloud computing, and trusted network infra-
structures) that addresses QKD network architectures, and SG 17
focused on security and QKD.

In 2018, the Focus Group on Quantum Information Technology
for Networks (FG-QIT4N) was created.

QKD standardization efforts are also being conducted at the ISO.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 on Information Technology-Security
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Techniques and Workgroup 3 for Security Evaluation, Testing and
Specification are addressing security requirements and testing and
evaluation methods for quantum key distribution.

QKD certification is also part of standardization and is essential
to the existence of a QKD market. Government regulations enforcing
the use of QKD cannot be enacted until consensus has been reached
upon how security is tested and certified by a trusted organization.
Certification is currently in early stages and managed by the ETSI
ISG-QKD group. Today, QKD systems can meet classical certification
requirements by XORing the keys obtained from a QKD system with
those obtained from a certified classic system. However, stronger, and
more quantifiable certification requirements, e.g., those assuming
quantum computing, will fail the classical systems leaving only those
that incorporate QKD to pass certification.

Turning attention beyond QKD to general quantum networking,
the IETF, which defines the standards for today’s classical Internet, has
begun laying the groundwork to define the quantum internet. The
IETF Quantum Internet Research Group (QIRG) is defining use cases
and principles for the quantum Internet. QIRG operates under the
assumption that quantum repeaters will exist, and teleportation will be
the underlying mechanism of quantum information transport. IEEE
P1913 is designing general-purpose YANG configuration modules to
configure and control a quantum internet.

V. SYNCHRONIZATION AND CONTROL

Industrial control networks must provide deterministic, real-time
control that in turn requires precise time synchronization throughout
the network enabling control messages to be sent and received at or
within predetermined times. Quantum network operation itself
requires time synchronization, e.g., to interfere wavepackets or to
determine coincidence of photon detection events between multiple
detectors that may be separated by large distances.32 This suggests that
TSN provides a solution to the implementation challenges of a quan-
tum network.6

One of the key aspects of TSN networks lies in the time-aware
priority scheduling scheme. In a classical Ethernet network, priority is
implemented by means of a queueing system and a time-blind sched-
uler servicing up to eight queues, one at a time. Even using strict prior-
ity scheduling, the legacy scheduler must complete transmission of a
best-effort frame before scheduling a newly arrived, real-time message,
a situation that leads to unpredictable and variable end-to-end jitter.
In a TSN bridge or end-station, gates are open and closed at preconfig-
ured, precise times to ensure that real-time messages are delivered at
deterministic times without overlapping of Ethernet frames. Thus, by

matching a class of traffic of real-time flows, each message can be
assigned to a window of transmission within each interface of the net-
work. Gating and closing queues at deterministic time intervals corre-
spond to providing time-slotted access to a medium of traffic flows.
Hard real-time messages are guaranteed a time of delivery where best-
effort frames may share the rest of the time-slots in conventional
scheduling schemes. For example, traditional round-robin and strict
priority schemes still apply to mitigate the arrival of two frames of the
same class of traffic arriving within the same time interval, a condition
called a “collision.”

The TSN scheduler configures when time-sensitive frames are to
be transmitted from end-systems and intermediate-systems along their
path through the network. The scheduler is the brain of a TSN net-
work because it decides when TSN interfaces on each node are to send
frames such that they reach their destination at the required time
interval while also avoiding conflict with other time-sensitive frames
along their paths. A general view of the input and output of the sched-
uler is shown in Fig. 2. The scheduler requires information about the
topology and link speeds of the network as well as the required end-
to-end latencies for each TSN flow path to compute when to transmit
frames. The IEEE 802.1Qbv65 standard defines how the schedule is
loaded into TSN interfaces.

Computing a feasible schedule is a difficult problem; there are cases
for which it may not be possible to find a feasible schedule with current
computational resources. In fact, TSN scheduling is an NP-complete
problem. This means that it is both a nondeterministic polynomial time
(NP) problem and an NP-hard problem. NP is the set of all decision
problems for which instances in which the answer is “yes” have effi-
ciently verifiable proofs of the fact that the answers are “yes.” More pre-
cisely, these proofs must be verifiable in polynomial time by a
deterministic Turing machine. Non-deterministic polynomial-time hard
(NP-hard) problems are a class of problems that are at least as hard as
the hardest problems in NP. Finding a polynomial time algorithm to
solve any NP-hard problem would give polynomial algorithms for all
problems in NP, which so far is thought to be unlikely. Note that the
class of NP problems also contains the set of polynomial time (P) prob-
lems in which all problems can be solved in polynomial time. The point
is that finding feasible solutions grows rapidly in difficulty with the size
of the problem, and solving the TSN scheduling problem through quan-
tum computation is under active investigation at General Electric.

VI. TSN SCHEDULING

There are many possible approaches one could take to solving
scheduling problems, including satisfiability modulo theories (SMT),

FIG. 2. The TSN scheduler takes a description of the physical network, the desired time-sensitive paths through the network, the maximum allowable end-to-end latencies for
each path, and Ethernet frame sizes along each path, and outputs a list of when each node’s interface should transmit frames (gate control list) to achieve the required laten-
cies without interference with other time-sensitive traffic.
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Boolean satisfiability (SAT), linear programming, matrix algebra, and
Lagrangian relaxation. The approaches are based upon timing cycles,
that is, cycles of time during which an egress gate is programmed to
cycle through a sequence of openings and closings. The scheduler
must find gate open times for each virtual link such that frames do not
appear at the same output port at the same time. This requires knowl-
edge of the network topology. Guaranteeing a minimum latency
requires knowledge of frame size and the physical channel rate. The
user is assumed to constrain the minimum rate by specifying the
allowable transmission time during which a gate is open for each vir-
tual link. The gate control times are known as offsets within the peri-
odic cycle time. The scheduler can shift cycle offsets based upon
network topology and knowledge of the other time-sensitive flows. An
intuitive metaphor is controlling the green cycle time in traffic lights.

TSN scheduling optimization is equivalent to the graph coloring
problem and channel assignment; the goal is to assign unique offsets
to adjacent incoming edges because they are sources of interference.
They are interfering frames arriving at the same time in a wired net-
work that require scheduling or colliding frames in a wireless network
that require an orthogonal transmission frequency assignment. In
both cases, channel frequencies and transmission scheduling require
guard bands to ensure they are far enough apart to avoid potential
interference.

Another aspect that must be considered in a quantum TSN sys-
tem is the type of network switches and channels. Assuming the quan-
tum state is transferred by photons, the switches and channels must be
entirely connected via optical fiber (or free space) with no conversion
between optical and electrical signals as is commonly done in existing
TSN. The TSN scheduler must also be aware of the multiplexing capa-
bilities of every switch, i.e., the ability to appropriately transfer optical
signals between multiple inputs and outputs simultaneously.

IEEE 802.1Qbv specifies how gates are configured that control
output from queues on each port of each interface in the network.

Figure 3 illustrates up to eight queues on a port that are programmed
to open and close following a periodic schedule. The TSN schedule
must determine the network cycle time and configure each gate to
open and close at the proper offset within the cycle, where there may
be many such offsets.

Plain Ethernet traffic is best-effort and utilizes the remaining
unscheduled bandwidth as illustrated in Fig. 4.

It is possible that the TSN scheduling problem can be over-
constrained, and a feasible schedule does not exist. In other words, the
latency requirements could be so tight and/or the number and inter-
section of time-sensitive flows could be so dense that no feasible sched-
ule could be generated. If that is the case, then constraints must be
gradually lifted to allow for a feasible schedule to be generated.
Typically, this can be accomplished by reducing the Ethernet frame
payload size, increasing the cycle time and thus the corresponding
latencies, or changing or reducing the number and paths of time-
sensitive flows. Loosening or removing constraints will increase the
likelihood of a feasible schedule being found while reducing the data
transfer rate. Also, time-sensitive path utilization should be examined
to determine whether there are switch ports saturated with time-
sensitive traffic on both ingress and egress from switches.

VII. IEEE 802.1Qcc

IEEE 802.1Qcc33 specifies the dynamic construction of virtual
links, which is ideal to accommodate real-time changes in TSN flow
connectivity. Computation for scheduling purposes can be done in a
centralized location; the ability to dynamically create virtual links is
covered in IEEE 802.1Qcc. Figure 5 shows a high-level view of system
configuration for a TSN network, which contains the components
defined by IEEE 802.1Qcc. The scheduler is the main component of
the centralized network configuration. This is a good time to take note
of Fig. 6 as well, which illustrates the quantum network representation

FIG. 3. TSN queues are gated in a cyclic manner (cycle time clocks). The cycle of open and closed intervals can be configured as required. There are typically eight distinct
queues with associated TSN hardware gates for each class of traffic instead of the two shown here for simplicity.
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within the TSN scheduler and will be explained in more detail after
the description of classical TSN operation is completed.

Time-aware schedulers require tightly synchronized clocks to
ensure forwarding of frames at predetermined time intervals. Indeed, a
loss of clock synchronization may lead in some cases to a delay in the
sending of real-time messages. This may, in turn, cause a message to
miss its gated time on the next device along its path within the net-
work and be either sent to a queue if the device is in store-and-forward
mode or simply discarded if in cut-through configuration. Cascading

TSN switches and end-stations using time-aware schedulers requires a
solver to find feasible time-aware schedules on specific devices within
the network with respect to the end-to-end flow profiles and require-
ments. The solver is present in a dedicated path computation element
(PCE) called a central network configurator (CNC), implementing a
centralized control plane where the static nature of industrial networks
allows a dedicated element management system (EMS) to supervise
each switch and end-station and collect required topology information
and metrics, flow paths, maximum allowed latency, and redundancy

FIG. 4. Time-sensitive network traffic takes up reserved, periodic time slots that are configured with different times at each node. This can be thought of as forming a porous
substance in which unreserved time slots are holes of a configurable sieve through which arbitrary traffic, analogous to water, can flow.

FIG. 5. This diagram illustrates a high-level view of industrial control of a quantum network with TSN support. The centralized network configurator (CNC) and quantum network
configurator (QNC) are key aspects explained later. The TSN scheduler is part of the CNC.
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for each real-time flow. The TSN network scheduler computes a feasi-
ble schedule, specifying times to open and close each gate within each
interface in the network, ensuring each real-time flow meets its deter-
ministic requirements, and eliminates risks of collision. As previously
mentioned, traditional scheduling is applied in case of a collision,
which does not degrade fairness and probabilistic delivery of best effort
Ethernet frames, but which defeats deterministic delivery of hard real-
time messages. TSN standards also define structured configuration

data models such as YANG31 to configure TSN switches and end-
stations and for status retrieval using management protocols such as
NETCONF. The CNC anticipates collisions on each interface within
the network and prepares time-aware schedules to open and close on
selected classes of traffic. Determining residence time within each
node of the network, by knowing, for example, if a node operates in
store-and-forward or in cut-through mode, and link delays, the CNC
can compute a feasible path and reserve an available time slot on each

FIG. 6. The TSN scheduler has complete knowledge of the network topology and uses the information from (a) above to compute a schedule (b) that opens and closes egress
ports on each network device such that deterministic flows are created. This creates a TSN control plane for the quantum network (d) that configures and controls quantum
network devices (e) via TSN flows to those devices (c).
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of the interfaces along the path to meet the end-to-end delay
requirements.

IEEE 802.1AS-REV, the standard synchronization profile for
TSN, offers one-microsecond end-to-end synchronization accuracy
for 64 or fewer hops. A higher quality accuracy as listed in Table I and
discussed in Section XIIA is required for single photon operation in a
quantum network. A higher quality time synchronization precision
time protocol (PTP) profile is known as White Rabbit was developed
for use at the Large Hadron Collider.34 White Rabbit provides picosec-
ond time synchronization precision among a few thousand nodes over
tens of kilometers and has been developed to be standard-conformant.
It is a more selective profile that uses a combination of Synchronous
Ethernet and Digital Dual-Mixer Time Difference34 phase detection
and is interoperable with standard PTP protocols and equipment. It
achieves sub-nanosecond accuracy by addressing issues limiting PTP
performance, namely, the limited precision and resolution of time-
stamps (40 ns if using 25MHz clock of 100BASE-T interfaces),
unknown link asymmetry, and the quality of PTP syntonization,
which is dependent upon the rate of PTP message exchange. It lever-
ages Synchronous Ethernet to distribute a common notion of fre-
quency in the entire network over the physical medium and casts the
problem of timestamping into phase detection measurement using
Digital Dual-Mixer Time Difference phase detection. The results of
these precise measurements are used during normal PTP operation
and for quantifying physical link asymmetry during calibration. The
improved performance of the synchronization is accomplished with-
out increasing PTP message traffic since PTP only governs synchroni-
zation, while syntonization is accomplished by Synchronous Ethernet.
White Rabbit conforms to IEEE 802.1Q (Ethernet) and has naturally
been proposed for use with TSN. Peer delay measurement can be used
to perform periodic link delay measurement, which does not require
synchronized clocks. Peer delay request messages are sent to the port
which a device is directly connected to. They are used to calculate the
link propagation delay between two adjacent devices as well as their
relative clock frequency offset. As the time-aware schedulers make the
residence time of the packet in the switch predictable, both the peer
delay and the predetermined residence times can be transmitted to the
CNC as part of computing the end-to-end delay of control messages.

Thus, TSN is a feasible candidate for creating a quantum network
control plane as illustrated in Fig. 6. The TSN control plane (d) is
shown beneath the quantum data plane (e) since the goal is to empha-
size the quantum network. Since TSN is a software-defined network
(SDN) implementation, its controller has knowledge of both the classi-
cal control plane network and the quantum network, including

message sizes, link propagation delays, and end-to-end message laten-
cies for all applications. A standard mechanism to discover the net-
work topology and properties exists using the link layer discovery
protocol (LLDP),35 which is a customizable means of reporting impor-
tant device status and configuration information. The means by which
the quantum network can be controlled and managed is discussed
later; however, one approach is a digital twin concept,36 in which the
TSN scheduler maintains a virtual map of quantum network devices
and links. The IEEE P1913 standard eases this process by providing
well-known quantum network configuration and control in the form
of a YANG model. The YANG model defines the quantum network
topology along with the “knobs” that can be read and set on the net-
work devices. The NETCONF messages that carry the YANG-defined
control messages is represented by the dashed lines (c) between the
control plane and quantum data plane. The TSN scheduler can take
information defined in (a) for both the classical control plane and
quantum data plane and create schedules (b) composed of gate control
on each classical control plane network device that configures and
controls the quantum data plane. Recall that the schedule is a sequence
of TSN egress port gate open and close offset times within a network-
wide cycle time.

VIII. EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THE TSN
CONTROL PLANE

The TSN control plane described thus far is based upon the IEEE
802.1 TSN suite of standards for local-area networks. These standards
serve as the bases for extending determinism throughout the classical
Internet via standards under development by the IETF known as
DetNet, described in Sec. VIIIA.

Given that the quantum channel is optical, it is natural to con-
sider whether there may be benefit for the classical channel to be
implemented optically as well. To examine this case, an optical trans-
port network is considered and compared with the proposed TSN
control plane. Precise control of photons is the main requirement in
studying existing industrial and optical transport networks, and the
time granularity of each solution is compared to the order of magni-
tude required to successfully implement a quantum application. For
example, a photon pulse lasts typically �2ns. Consequently,
approaches that can represent delay and jitter on the order of a nano-
second, or better of a picosecond, are considered.

A. Deterministic networking

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Deterministic
Networking (DetNet) working group seeks to extend the deterministic

TABLE I. Criteria for quantum network control vs. performance of approaches discussed in the text. Frequency offset includes error between system clocks and clocks used to
perform time measurement. Delay variation maximum, delay granularity, and granularity of time delivery represent the order of magnitude represented in messages exchanged
on the control plane to reserve and control quantum resources. For example, Ref. 43 defines a metric extension to reserve paths in which the units are microseconds.

Performance metric Requirement DetNet/TSN OTN Hybrid Optical Networks

Frequency offset (ppm) �2.4 � 10–4 1 � 102 20 (Ref. 44) 4.256 (Ref. 42)
Time precision (ps) �50 8 � 103 5.9 � 103 (Ref. 68) 100 (Ref. 42)
Delay granularity (ps) �50 1 � 106 (Ref. 43) 1 � 106 (Ref. 38) 1 � 103 (extension required)
Delay variation (max) (ps) 1 � 105 1 � 106 (Ref. 43) 6 � 102 (Ref. 44) 1 (extension required)
Time granularity (ps) 1 � 103 1 � 106 (Ref. 43) 125 � 106 1 (extension required)
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definition of TSN,40 previously described, from the data link layer into
the network layer, specifically, the Internet Protocol (IP) illustrated in
Fig. 7. This paper focused upon industrial quantum networks intended
for use cases where the entire TSN network is under an administrator’s
control. In other words, situations where network traffic is centrally
managed, not carried over long distances (WANs) or over a third-
party network, and IP (layer 3) routing is not required for the TSN
traffic, or, in the case of Carrier Ethernet, where the customer is run-
ning a deterministic ethernet LAN but on different sites, and the pro-
vider carrying traffic between LANs can have a DetNet compatible
infrastructure50 with related service-level agreements. The DetNet
Working Group is focused on supporting deterministic networking
for networks that require IP (layer 3) routing.37

A notable difference between TSN and DetNet is that, unlike
TSN, DetNet requires that all devices on the network support IPv6
addressing. With DetNet, network routers are configured to allow
DetNet traffic to be routed reliably, securely, and with bounded, end-
to-end deterministic latency.

According to the DetNet use cases document, a “DetNet network
is intended to integrate between layer 2 (bridged) network(s) [e.g.,
audio video bridging (AVB)/TSN LAN] and layer 3 (routed) net-
work(s) (e.g., using IP-based protocols).” This allows a network
administrator to use DetNet for “connecting two AVB/TSN LANs
(islands) together through a standard router.”

Unlike TSN, DetNet is explicitly agnostic to the timekeeping
method used, so IEEE 1588, IEEE 802.1AS,64 GNSS, and other syn-
chronization protocols are all assumed to be conformant if they allow
the devices to maintain common time at an acceptable level of accu-
racy and reliability. Such DetNet-aware domains38 also guarantee ser-
vice protection (i.e., IEEE 802.1CB66) over explicit routing to provision
deterministic Multiprotocol Label Switching—Traffic Engineering
(MPLS-TE) Label Switched Paths (LSPs). Explicit routing can be per-
formed using either Resource Reservation Protocol—Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE), if using distributed control planes, or
Software-Defined Network (SDN) or Path Computation Element
Protocol (PCEP) if a centralized approach is required. Deterministic
extensions to RSVP-TE39 and Open Shortest Path First—Traffic

Engineering (OSPF-TE)40 are also being developed by the Traffic
Engineering Architecture and Signaling (TEAS) working group:

(1) unidirectional and min/max unidirectional link delay;
(2) unidirectional delay variation;
(3) unidirectional link loss; and
(4) unidirectional residual, available, and utilized bandwidth.

Unfortunately, link delay and delay variation are in units of
microseconds and thus fail to capture the tight timing control of
single-photon arrivals. However, extensions to these metrics are made
via type length value (TLV) structures that can be designed to fit spe-
cific requirements for quantum applications. Format of these exten-
sions could be reused, but the length of these augmented TLVs could
be increased to define delay and delay variation on the order of pico-
seconds. Tighter control of time synchronization to support this new
magnitude is defined later in this section.

Thus, a TSN control plane for quantum networking has a future-
proof extension via standards to the classical Internet since DetNet is a
means of extending the quantum TSN control plane through the exist-
ing classical Internet. Next, we consider the feasibility of an all-optical
system using optical transport network for the control plane.

B. Optical transport network

The Optical Transport Hierarchy (OTH) is a transport technol-
ogy for the Optical Transport Network (OTN) developed by the ITU
based on the network architecture defined in ITU G.872 “Architecture
for the OTN.” ITU-T Recommendation G.709 is commonly called
Optical Transport Network. The ITU-T standard defines an OTN as a
set of Optical Network Elements (ONE) connected by optical fiber
links, able to provide transport, multiplexing, switching, management,
supervision, and survivability of optical channels carrying client sig-
nals. OTN was designed to provide support for optical networking
using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) unlike its predecessor
SONET/SDH.

TSN can be implemented with Ethernet running over copper,
wireless, and fiber links. Ethernet over fiber could potentially share the

FIG. 7. Simplified OSI model showing relative areas of expertise of TSN and DetNet. Two DetNet (IP) nodes share a common DetNet flow. The left node comprises a
TSN-unaware stack and a TSN relay. The DetNet flows can be transported through the TSN domain crossing, for example, a TSN-aware bridge.
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same fiber used for the quantum channel. Assuming that quantum
states are transferred by photons over optical fiber, the definition of a
quantum control plane at a different wavelength or within a different
fiber seems to be a reasonable alternative to an Ethernet TSN control
plane running over copper, provided performance is met, for the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) synchronicity and existing time synchronization,
(2) ability to share the medium and cost per bit reduction, and (3) abil-
ity to establish quantum circuit switching. If the quantum control and
data plane were composed of similar optical equipment, cost may be
reduced. In the best case, existing equipment could potentially carry
classical control operations for the quantum network and the quantum
network would benefit from the potentially tight synchronization of
having both classical and quantum components implemented within
the same optical subsystems as OTN requires tight synchronization
which is achieved on a metropolitan scale by recovering line clock, but
does not rely on complex timing distribution as for SONET. If not,
Carrier Ethernet may be a possible choice since OTN may require
more costly components such as GPS receivers versus PTP that dis-
tributes network time efficiently. Carrier Ethernet enhanced with TSN
and relying on Operation, Administration, and Maintenance (OAM)
protocol and SyncE standard can achieve a clock accuracy of
64.6 ppm. It is believed that a better accuracy would help reduce
strain on quantum devices as they correlate the events they measure.
A clock accuracy of 64.6 ppm allows time intervals up to 22 times lon-
ger upon which is to perform measures than with clock accuracy of
6100 ppm before time uncertainties are not negligible. Considering
that synchronization packets are typically being sent every 125ms
with the IEEE 802.1AS58 profile, a phase offset of 65.75ls with a
clock accuracy of 64.6 ppm and 6100ls with a clock accuracy of
6100 ppm. Recall that for clocks with less than 100 ppm accuracy,
IEEE 802.1AS can compensate for frequency drift and reconstruct
absolute time synchronization for use by the TSN scheduler to within
1 ls over seven hops.

The quantum control plane then benefits from existing infra-
structure and, thus, shares the cost to provision required optical
resources within a tunneling protocol, if available. The use of Carrier
Ethernet, for example, enhanced with TSN would greatly benefit a
quantum control plane on a campus size optical network comprising
ONE interconnected using dedicated pairs of fibers, 1GbE and 10GbE
small form-factor pluggable (SFP) and where no WDM approach is
used.

In this case, OTN, as the physical layer protocol, offers the abil-
ity to share the wavelength with other customer traffic by means of
Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), or to share the fiber using
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), or to use different fiber
cores in Space Division Multiplexing (SDM). In this case, the fiber,
wavelength, and time slot are abstract resources that may be allocated
using a legacy control plane, such as RSVP-TE.

The nature of QKD quantum channel transmission is circuit-
oriented, where static paths are established a priori between the source
and destination. Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(GMPLS) and especially RSVP-TE are solutions that could enable a
quantum-aware control plane on existing optical networks. DetNet
TEAS specific extensions to RSVP-TE can be reused in GMPLS net-
works to address LSP requirements of quantum channels, such as
maximum latency. Accordingly, path computation elements (PCE)
used in centralized optical control planes40 and resource assignment

algorithms can be reused to compute paths and allocate LSP satisfying
quantum channels.

GMPLS networks can be used to reserve LSP with different levels
of granularity: (1) The time slot (TDM), (2) The wavelength (WDM),
or (3) The fiber. It has been recently demonstrated45 that quantum
applications can co-exist as a data channel within a multi core fiber
(MCF), by using Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) to reserve LSP.
The main advantage of MCF for quantum applications is that the
crosstalk between channels is severely reduced than in single core
fibers.

The advantage of an existing OTN network to implement a
quantum control plane is offset by its granularity of bandwidth. OTN
and especially its predecessor (SONET) were standardized with the
intended initial goal of multiplexing large quantities of voice channels.
Voice is a constant rate stream of 64kbps requiring no loss, low delay,
and jitter, ideally 150 and 30ms, respectively. Thus, the minimum rate
in OTN is the ODU0 frame, which amounts to 1.25Gbps, and higher
line rates consist of frames that are multiples of ODU0. Consequently,
OTN rely on fixed 125ls transmission cycle,41 and quantum control
channels could only be multiplexed in fixed positions in these ODU
frames. No control is offered as to how a quantum control protocol
inside the ODU frame is ordered; thus, static multiplexing allows
arrival of quantum control packets to within 125-ls increments.

On the other hand, Ethernet enhanced with TSN offers the ability
to schedule frame transmission to arbitrary precision. The use of static
entries inside the forwarding database, an element to compute paths
in like GMPLS-based control planes, and tight, time-aware schedulers
allows the arrival of quantum network control messages at arbitrary
times with bounded latency and jitter.

C. Hybrid optical networks

Hybrid Optical Networks (HON) has been proposed as an
approach to integrate efficient resource management offered by optical
switching (see Sec. VIIIB) and the practicality of packet switching.42

Defining a novel control plane for quantum devices using HON rely-
ing on Carrier Ethernet enhanced with TSN could provide the
required metrics to transport successful quantum applications.

Quantum applications implemented on campus-size optical net-
works could rely on 1 or 10GbE SFPs and provide potential CAPEX
reduction. Current state of the art shows that QKD rates are currently
low and do not require cost-prohibitive wavelength selective switches
(WSS), or coarse and dense wavelength multiplexing schemes
(CWDM, DWDM), but can benefit from SDM.41 Moreover, the use of
a dedicated pair of fibers for a quantum channel frees transmission
from potential cross channel interference and uncontrolled entangle-
ment [e.g., cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing
(FWM)].

The ability to dynamically design shaped streams with Ethernet
is enabled thanks to time-aware schedulers (IEEE 802.1Qbv) and the
use of a PCE to compute schedules on each port of each node. OTN,
on the contrary, despite its high performance in terms of low delay
and low jitter, is limited to delivery times in increment of 125ls,
rather than required arbitrary times.

Time synchronization and its distribution require an order of
magnitude higher precision than IEEE 1588–2008 and IEEE802.1AS.
Tight control of asymmetry and higher timestamping resolutions are
key requirements to enabling scheduling of quantum control packets.
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The White Rabbit project provides cost-effective solutions compared
to the use of stratum clocks provided each port on the achieved
domain is “White Rabbit” capable. While this is not a concern with
greenfield quantum networks, upgrade of brownfield networks would
be required.

Annex L and Annex M of IEEE 1588–201934 discuss potential
control of link asymmetry and enhanced time synchronization.
Implementation of a Digital Dual Mixer Time Difference (DDMTD)
could help achieve sub-nanosecond accuracy and picosecond
precision.67

Now consider the minimum requirements for deterministic con-
trol and synchronization in a quantum network. The purer (narrower
linewidth) the photon frequency, the longer its wavefunction, and the
lower the amount of precision needed to align the photon wavefunc-
tions to overlap. However, longer wave functions reduce the data rate
because another photon cannot be transmitted until the entire wave-
function of the earlier photon has passed the detector. As discussed
later in this paper, 30 ps precision has been validated, which is slightly
better than the 10% of the 500 ps pulse length, and that precision
should be the correct order of magnitude required. As photon overlap
decreases, interference disappears because the photons become more
and more distinguishable (entanglement disappears). The 10% reduc-
tion in overlap (or equivalently, 90% overlap) is a typical rule of
thumb. As explained later, quantum network control is also time-
sensitive because communication qubits that have been painstakingly
created have short lifetimes in quantum memory and because quan-
tum measurement must take place with the correct qubit as rapidly as
possible. As will be explained, time-sensitive control for quantum
entanglement generation, distribution, distillation/purification, swap-
ping, and teleportation must be precisely coordinated with one
another.

Now we need to define some terminology related to deterministic
network control. Accuracy is the error between a real and measured
value. Precision is the spread of measured values around the average
measured value. Resolution is the smallest distinguishable magnitude a
measured value. Frequency offset is the ratio of the difference between
the change in the nominal frequency over the nominal frequency mea-
sured in parts-per-million (ppm). A more accurate frequency would
have a lower frequency offset. Finally, granularity is the smallest value
that the hardware allows as an operational unit.

Table I provides a summary of the metrics required by a quan-
tum control plane, and the performance offered by each of the solu-
tions. Target accuracy is on the order of 30 ps as previously
mentioned. Synchronization messages sent every 125ms results in
30 ps offset after 125ms, or 240 ps after 1 s, which yields 0.24 parts-
per-billion (ppb). If synchronization messages were sent at a higher
rate, for example, once every 15.6ms then 0.24 ppb� 8¼ 1.92 ppb off-
set is required. However, the TSN control network cannot be dedi-
cated to sending sync messages; it must also have enough bandwidth
available to send TSN scheduled messages to control single photon
quantum network operations.

In Table I, OTN can map asynchronous client traffic, does not
require any synchronization functionality, and does not require a com-
plex timing distribution scheme. From Ref. 44, it is considered that fre-
quency offset does not exceed 620 ppm, but it can reach 6100 ppm
to transport Gigabit Ethernet circuits. Accordingly, the delay variation
maximum is estimated based on data from Ref. 44.

Time precision in Table I considers clocks at 125MHz for
DetNet based networks and at a line rate of 167.33MHz for OTN.68

The required frequency offset for quantum networks is proposed
considering that synchronization messages are sent every 125ms and
account for a phase offset of 630 ps during that interval and should
support minimum length gaps for the quantum channel.

IX. SCALABILITY

Industrial quantum networks will have to interconnect many
devices, not necessarily over long distances, but even scaling the num-
ber of connections in a quantum LAN will be challenging. If quantum
communication can be made sufficiently robust that wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing can be employed to combine quantum and classical
channels on the same fiber, then the classical network can be
employed without the need for dark fiber for the quantum channel.
Otherwise, separate fibers for each quantum channel will be required,
which will add significantly to the expense of the network.

A challenge for TSN over a WAN will be inventing efficient algo-
rithms for directing the traffic through the network without collision.
As previously discussed, this optimization problem is NP hard, mean-
ing that as the number of quantum (or classical, for that matter) nodes
on the network grows it reaches the point where the most efficient
allocation of network paths within the fixed network to direct all com-
munication between different nodes becomes impossible to determine
for classical computers. Quantum computation may not only make
use of the quantum network but may become an enabler as well.

X. CHANNEL CAPACITY

A communication network’s raison d’̂etre is to transport infor-
mation; thus estimating channel capacity is typically a significant
focus. Current research on quantum networks appears to be focused
on increasing distance limitations (quantum repeaters) rather than
more scalable access, i.e., efficiently increasing the number of devices
that can share a quantum channel. To put it bluntly, if no quantum
advantage can be found for local area quantum networks, there will be
no advantage in extending this lack of quantum advantage over longer
distances. Or to put it more politely, the initial focus should be on
developing applications with quantum advantage over local area net-
works. However, it is important to be clear what information is being
transported when defining capacity. Information theory has necessar-
ily focused upon classical channel capacity and naturally leveraged the
same concepts to understand quantum information.

An effort to understand the fundamental limits of QKD key gen-
eration rate has led to attempts to determine the upper limit on
bosonic communication without repeaters.10 This assumes that single
photons (a type of boson) convey information ultimately in a binary
digital form and, when measured, are converted to classical informa-
tion by the receiver. A quantum network, unlike QKD, may have
quantum network end-devices and applications that maintain the
information in a quantum state outside the boundary of the network.
Theoretically, a qubit can hold more than a bit of information. It can
be prepared in an arbitrary superposition of j0i and j1i. Of course,
when measured the qubit reveals only a single binary outcome with a
probability that depends upon its preparation. For a system of n
qubits, a complete description of its state in classical physics requires
only n bits, whereas in quantum physics it requires 2̂n complex
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numbers, so there is a sense in which quantum information could
potentially carry more information than its classically encoded
counterpart.

A lesson learned is that quantum networks will enable new capa-
bilities rather than improving legacy communication bandwidth met-
rics. As the applications discussed previously indicate, quantum
networking will enable smarter networking with reduced need for
message exchanges (communication complexity), higher precision,
greater scalability for distributed quantum systems, and of course, new
forms of security among other advantages rather than being able to
stuff more information down larger pipes.

XI. TRANSDUCTION

Transfer of information among different forms of light-matter
boundaries will be required to interconnect quantum computers and
sensors in an industrial quantum network. It is an essential component
of a quantum repeater, which requires quantum memory. Certain
types of quantum computation, and perhaps sensing, require conver-
sion between the quantum network’s optical regime and microwaves.
This is challenging because quantum information must be exchanged
between different systems that operate at different energy scales with
their own unique set of attributes and vastly differing frequencies.46

Properly characterizing transduction tradeoffs is important for
cost efficient networking. In some applications, the rate of transduc-
tion will be most important. However, particularly for the case of the
requirement for indistinguishable photons and entanglement, the
fidelity of the converted quantum state will be of greater importance.
It will also be important to minimize noise during transduction.

Transduction bandwidth may be another consideration as a
larger bandwidth might allow for frequency and time multiplexing to
improve transduction sufficiently for operational efficiency, although
bandwidth conversion involving microwaves is limited by the GHz
resonance frequencies of microwave qubits.

XII. TRANSITION AND INTEGRATION

All the aspects explained in this paper will determine the success
of adoption and integration of quantum networks with industrial
networks.

Quantum networks will inherently require classical network con-
trol, and industrial control networks may be a necessary component of
quantum networks. This makes quantum networks uniquely suited to
integrate with industrial networks, e.g., TSN control of quantum net-
works as explained earlier.

Another venue for industrial quantum networking stems from
the fact that QKD has been integrated into industrial networks today,
e.g., the power grid.47 This provides a potential foundation toward
quantum networking because quantum communication channels exist
and have been interfaced with the power grid’s intelligent electronic
devices.

While standardization has been discussed, reaching consensus
among hardware and software vendors will be critical in ensuring that
the cost of integration and operation is reduced to a feasible level.

The transition of quantum networking into industry will also
require reductions in size, weight, and power (SWaP) for physical
integration.

A. PIC implementation of measurement-device-
independent quantum key distribution

There are many different protocols and implementations of
QKD in the literature with various advantages and disadvantages
relative to key rates and distance of transmission, simplicity, cost of
equipment, etc. We have been particularly interested in measurement-
device-independent (MDI) QKD for its resistance to most forms
of attack on imperfections in the physical components of the
equipment—particularly the detectors—from a malicious eavesdrop-
per. However, MDI-QKD also provides a platform for industrial quan-
tum networking as well, which we will build upon later in this section.

In MDI-QKD, Alice and Bob separately generate photons ran-
domly in one of two orthogonal states and in one of two (or more)
nonorthogonal bases at the same wavelength and send the photons to
an untrusted third party, Charlie, for a Bell state measurement (BSM).
There are four two-photon entangled Bell states generally expressed in
ket notation as

jw1;2i ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p j00ð i6 j11iÞ; (1)

jw3;4i ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p j01ð i6 j10iÞ: (2)

The first three states are triplet states which remain the same on inter-
change of the photons, while the fourth state is known as a singlet state
that changes sign upon interchange.

Charlie publicly announces each singlet Bell state he detects,
which is generally identified by photon pair detection events on differ-
ent detectors. Alice and Bob also publicly share the random basis they
selected for each photon pair. When Alice and Bob both selected the
same basis for their transmitted photons and Charlie detected a singlet
Bell state, then both Alice and Bob know the specific photon states
that they each randomly selected for their transmitted photons and
can thereby use that information to generate a secret key. The bases
may be in polarization (e.g., horizontal/vertical, and diagonal/anti-
diagonal), or time-bin/phase shift (e.g., first/second time-bin and 0/p
phase shift between time-bins).

The electric power grid is extensively networked and remotely
monitored and controlled and is a target for malicious actors. Therefore,
protecting various end devices on the power grid network like sensors
and controls is of paramount importance. Communication with these
devices is typically encrypted using classical techniques such as
Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA). In the future, it may be necessary to
add an additional layer of QKD encryption. However, considering that
there are hundreds of thousands of end devices within the power grid
network, it becomes prohibitively expensive to install a QKD system on
each unit unless there is a way to implement QKD within an inexpen-
sive photonic integrated circuit (PIC). MDI-QKD can be implemented
at the end devices in PIC chips using a plug-and-play version of the
technique as shown in Fig. 8.

The basic plug-and-play MDI-QKD protocol is described in Ref.
49. The discrete optical components for Alice and Bob in this design,
however, are replaced by a PIC chip as shown in Fig. 8(b). In this
approach, Charlie controls all the light sources and detectors. These
are the expensive components that are also generally more difficult or
impossible to incorporate into PIC chips. The end devices (Alice and
Bob) are only required to modify the basis and state of the photons
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they receive from Charlie, which they then return to Charlie for a Bell
state measurement. The undesirable polarization effects from the fiber
channel that are normally overcome by Faraday mirrors at Alice and
Bob, but which are not feasible to implement on a PIC chip, are
instead handled by a combination polarization beamsplitter and polar-
ization rotator, which can be easily implemented on a chip.49

Because in the plug-and-play MDI-QKD technique the same
laser at Charlie is used to generate the photons for both Alice and Bob,
the indistinguishability in wavelength can be easily ensured without
the need for other controls such as frequency locking to a molecular
absorption line for two separate lasers51 or use of separate feedback
circuits to monitor frequency drifts between the two lasers that are
required in standard MDI-QKD.52

When Charlie receives the photons from Alice and Bob and
interferes them to make a Bell State Measurement (BSM), he is per-
forming an operation much like entanglement swapping, a key part of

a quantum repeater, discussed later. Many different Alice and Bob end
devices can be connected via network switches to a single Charlie,
thereby spreading the cost of Charlie’s expensive components over the
entire network. The TSN control plane provides a nice way to accom-
plish this within an industrial network. The network is controlled so
that Charlie knows when to emit the photons to Alice and Bob, the
switches are set so that the photons arrive at Alice and Bob, are modi-
fied, and returned to Charlie, and arrive at his BSM apparatus simulta-
neously (so that their wavefunctions substantially overlap) for his
measurement. The degree of overlap is determined by the coherence
times of the photons. For high speed (short pulse) modulation and
data rates, this can be challenging. For the situation of low data rates
that we consider, this is more easily achieved. By timing the initial two
pulses properly, Charlie can account for different round trip distances
to Alice and Bob to ensure that the double pulses return simulta-
neously. The spectral linewidth of DFB lasers is typically 1–10MHz
corresponding to a coherence time of>100ns. For pulses shorter than
this, the photons from Alice and Bob should arrive at Charlie’s BS to
within �10% of the pulse width or less. For the 500 ps pulses in
Refs. 54 and 55 for example, an arrival-time difference<30 ps was suf-
ficient. Longer pulses which are still much less than the coherence
time of the laser would have less stringent overlap requirements, but
also correspondingly lower data rates. The system in Ref. 55 achieved
a 6.25� 10�6bit/pulse key rate using a 1MHz pulse rate and single
photon detectors with 10% quantum efficiency over a 25 km quantum
channel.

Charlie prepares the initial photons for Alice and Bob in a super-
position between two time-bins. This is the j0ix in the X basis. A p
phase shift inserted between the two time-ins by Alice or Bob corre-
sponds to the j1ix state. The j0iz and j1iz photon states in Z basis, on
the other hand, correspond to photon states in the first or second
time-bin, respectively. A Hadamard transform on the j0ix state gener-
ates the superposition state, 1ffiffi

2
p j0ix þ j1
� �

x
Þ ¼ j0iz , which is applied

by Alice or Bob to randomly control a CNOT gate on Charlie’s inci-
dent photon to either keep it in the j0ix state or convert it to the j1ix
state with 50% probability. Similarly, the output from a second
Hadamard gate acting on another j0ix state is applied to control a
Hadamard gate that randomly switches the basis of the photon from
Charlie between X and Z. The two photons are then returned to
Charlie who applies a CNOT and Hadamard gate in succession to ana-
lyze the Bell state of the two photons. Whenever Charlie measures a
“coincidence” on his two detectors (which physically corresponds to
interfering the returned photons at a beamsplitter and looking for a
detection event on opposite ports of the beamsplitter in opposite time-
bins) he has measured a singlet Bell state, and he reports this result to
Alice and Bob through a classical channel.

Key generation rates in the telecom band using indium gallium
arsenide (InGaAs) single photon detectors are relatively low compared
to higher efficiency superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors
(SNSPD) due to their much higher background dark count rates and
lower detection efficiencies. We can compare the key generation rates
as a function of distance for these different detectors. Following the
procedure in Ref. 70, we calculate the key rate for up to three photons
arriving at Charlie’s BS from both Alice and Bob. With suitable attenu-
ation of the reflected photons it is very unlikely that more photons
than this will arrive at Charlie’s BS. The standard key generation rate
equation is55

FIG. 8. (a) MDI-QKD schematic (Ref. 48). Reprinted with permission from Park
et al., IEEE Access. 6, 58587–58593 (2018). Copyright 2018, IEEE. NPBS: nonpo-
larizing beamsplitter, IM: intensity modulator, HWP: half waveplate, PBS: polarizing
beamsplitter, FM: Faraday modulator, BS: beamsplitter, SPD: single photon detec-
tor. (b) PIC circuit design for Alice and Bob in an MDI-QKD system. FC: fiber cou-
pler, VOA: variable optical attenuator, S: splitter, T: trap, D: Ge detector, IM:
intensity modulator, PM: phase modulator, PBS: polarizing beamsplitter, and PR:
polarization rotator.
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R � w Qz
11 � Qz

11 H2 ex11
� �

� Qz
ll fe H2 ezll

� �h i
; (3)

where w is a factor that accounts for the protocol efficiency and num-
ber of decoy states, Qz

11 is the gain in the Z (time-bin) basis, and H2 is
the binary Shannon entropy,

H2 xð Þ ¼ �x log2 xð Þ � 1� xð Þ log2 1� xð Þ; (4)

ex11 is the error rate in the X (phase shift) basis for single photons emit-
ted by Alice and Bob, Qz

ll is the gain, and ezll is the error rate in the Z
(time-bin) basis when Alice and Bob emit on average l photons per
pulse. For the calculations, we assume a HOM visibility of 0.99 to
account for optical misalignment, l¼ 0.4, an error correction overhead
fe¼ 1.16, and w¼ 1/18 for pulses evenly divided between a signal level
and two decoy levels. The wavelength/detector parameters are listed in
Table I. For the calculation, we assume Alice and Bob have detectors
with the same characteristics and are located at the same distance from
Charlie. Calculated key generation rates are shown in Fig. 9.

At all distances, the SNSPDs provide the highest key generation
rates as expected. If Charlie emits pulses at 50MHz, for instance, then
key bits can be generated at tens of thousands per second for short dis-
tances. With InGaAs single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD), the key
generation rate at short distances drops to just shy of 1 kbit/s, which is
still quite reasonable for this proposed power grid application. With
the SNSPDs, key rates of �50 bits/s can still be generated up to
�70 km distances between Alice (or Bob) and Charlie.

The Quirk web-based software57 can be employed for analysis of
MDI-QKD. An example circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 10.

As previously mentioned, there are also MDI-QKD techniques
that are based upon polarization rotation bases of the photons rather
than time-bin/phase shift bases. These require a different set of optical
components and may be more difficult to implement within a PIC
chip framework, but by describing the protocol within the quantum
circuit diagram, all the physical components are abstracted away.

B. Controlling simultaneity in a TSN

TSNs are used for a variety of networked control applications
including audio/video and equipment through closed feedback loops

FIG. 9. Calculated key rate comparison between SNSPDs and InGaAs SPADs at
1550 nm for the parameters in Table II.

FIG. 10. MDI-QKD quantum circuit diagram.
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between sensors and actuators, and safety-critical applications. The
gPTP (IEEE 802.1AS) standard58 defines how time can be synchro-
nized across an Ethernet TSN. TSNs are typically implemented within
a single building, though the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)
is currently defining an Internet-wide version of TSN.59 As previously
described, this QKD technique places the expensive, power hungry
equipment at Charlie’s node, which may even be untrusted. Ideally,
there are few Charlie nodes on the network due to their complexity,
expense, and required routine maintenance, but because there are so
few of these nodes, they can be outfitted with the best detectors. The
laser source can be a low-cost DFB laser diode (or even a multimode
laser diode56), which is temperature controlled to maintain a fixed
wavelength over the time interval corresponding to the difference in
emission times of the photons for Alice and Bob.

The quantum network can be divided into a data plane, which is
the conceptual model of paths and supporting equipment over which
the main communication traffic flows, and the control plane, which is
the conceptual model of paths and equipment over which the network
is configured and controlled. A general quantum data plane comprises
both single-photon and entangled-photon transport and manipula-
tion. The control plane comprises classical, remote configuration and
operation of the data plane. A robust communication network
includes redundant channels. This means that information packets do
not have a fixed, a priori route over which they travel between two par-
ties. A network configurator or CNC manages and controls the entire
network and has complete information about network topology. Every
device on the network (end-systems and switches) reports to the CNC
its immediately adjacent connections (neighbors), thereby enabling
the entire interconnectivity of the network to be discovered. This
includes both classical (e.g., ethernet or wireless) devices and connec-
tions and quantum optical devices and connections. The approximate
propagation delay along every link is then known a priori, inferred
either via cable length or via a variety of means that involve echoing a
small message from adjacent neighbors. The CNC uses QKD-
generated keys to authenticate and encrypt communication with all
network devices. If Charlie is a trusted node, the CNC can be located
with him.

In TSN, the CNC knows all message sizes, the network topology,
and all link propagation delays. The message size is used to compute
message transmission time. The CNC also knows the source and desti-
nation of all messages in the network, including all classical control
messages and all quantum data plane messages. If the CNC is provided
with the maximum-tolerated latencies for each pair of end-systems
that need to communicate, the CNC can determine a single-photon
path and schedule when each device along the path should transmit a

photon propagating between them. The CNC must compute initial
transmission (photon emission) and periodic opening and closing
times of gates (switches) for each device along a network path such
that messages are sent and received at precise, periodic intervals form-
ing a connected path while simultaneously avoiding collision within
the network. Collision occurs when more than one message is trans-
mitted at the same time over the same link or when two messages
arriving at a switch are required to be sent through the same output
port.

In a classical setting, the CNC attempts to meet or exceed the
required minimum latencies for each deterministic flow. This can be
tightened to provide latencies on the order of nanoseconds. Also, note
that in a strictly classical Ethernet setting, the CNC is controlling the
flow of a classical data plane. However, the control plane can remain
classical, while the data plane is quantum. The CNC can send informa-
tion to configure known, deterministic paths through the quantum
data plane at precisely periodic time intervals. Typically, this would be
done via a YANG53 module that provides network configuration and
control information about a device in a well-described manner. The
CNC would have to either manually be provided with the required
quantum channel paths or be able to query and learn about the quan-
tum network via something like NETCONF/YANG or Link Layer
Discovery Protocol (LLDP) and infer when specific quantum channel
paths are required. For example, if the CNC learns which network
devices identify themselves as Alice, Bob, or Charlie and the duration
of time that connections are required among Alice, Bob, and Charlie,
then the CNC can compute and configure the connectivity for the
entire network. The CNC makes the decision as to which Alice, Bob,
and Charlie combinations are optimal for the network, depending
upon their locations, capabilities, and QKD key consumption require-
ments within the network. Since the network is time synchronized, the
CNC can also provide to Alice and Bob meaningful information about
whether, and precisely when, a coincidence event happened at Charlie
and serve to provide additional support and verification of events nec-
essary for MDI-QKD. Eventually, the CNC may become a quantum
algorithm running on a quantum computer within the quantum
network.

C. Quantum switch control

Consider a fundamental unit of communication networking, the
switch. The switch enables a transition from point-to-point links to
scalable network communication. Something as simple as a micro-
electromechanical switch does not degrade a photon’s quantum state
although it operates at relatively low speeds (�250 kHz). Faster and
more efficient quantum switches are under development; however, an
electromechanical switch serves as a sufficient example, since the goal
here is to focus on the TSN control plane, regardless of how the quan-
tum switch is implemented. An example of quantum switch control is
illustrated in Fig. 11. In the example shown, the quantum transmitter
(A) requires connections to quantum receivers (B) and (C) for the
time durations illustrated in (a). Periodic TSN scheduled control in
classical connections (d), (f), and (g) configures the transmitter and
receivers to send and receive at the appropriate times. Classical con-
nection (e) aligns quantum switch timing to output to receiver B pre-
cisely when photons of sender A arrive on their way to B (b) and
aligns the switch timing to output to receiver C precisely when pho-
tons from A arrive on their way to C (c).

TABLE II. Values for the parameters required to calculate the key rate per pulse as a
function of distance in Fig. 9. The center column provides these values for typical
InGaAs single photon detectors, and the last column for superconducting nanowire
single photon detectors.

Parameter InGaAs SPADs SNSPDs

Wavelength (nm) 1550 1550
Fiber loss (dB/km) 0.2 0.2
Detector efficiency 0.15 0.9
Dark counts/pulse (2 ns pulse width) 6� 10–6 2� 10–7
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The TSN scheduler must compute the control network schedules
considering not only the paths and propagation delay among devices
on the quantum network, but also the propagation delays, message
sizes, and flow paths on the classical control Ethernet and prepare and
transmit the classical control messages accordingly.

QKD within a TSN might operate in the following manner.
When a QKD-encrypted communication is to take place between two
parties, the CNC fixes the route for the communication and first
directs Charlie to determine the optical time delay between himself
and Alice and Bob by sending a classical (high intensity, many photon)
pulse from his QKD laser over the channel along this route. Because
Charlie sends a many photon pulse during the QKD process as well,
this does not require anymodification of Charlie’s laser pulse intensity.
The CNC ensures that the appropriate switches are open along the
route so that the pulse is not intercepted and buffered at any switch.
Alice and Bob may either measure the time of arrival of the pulse or
simply reflect the pulse back to Charlie along the same route. Alice
and Bob may still partially attenuate these pulses so as not to overload
Charlie’s single photon detectors (SPDs), or Charlie may temporarily
block the optical path to his SPDs. All optical components in the
round-trip path are identical to those for the subsequent QKD key
generation to ensure accurate timing measurements. Charlie still must
distinguish between return pulses from Alice and Bob. Charlie might
insert power splitters in the arms of the unbalanced interferometer at
his input/output, for example, to measure the round-trip transit time
for each pulse separately. Because these are relatively bright pulses, the
splitters do not have to split off much light to conventional

photodetectors. Alternatively, Charlie could simply send pulses at two
different times to Alice and Bob and detect the return pulses, suitably
attenuated, with his SPDs so that there is no confusion as to from
whom the pulses are coming (Fig. 12).

Charlie notes the time difference between his detection of the two
pulses and communicates this to the CNC. The CNC then selects the
same route and directs the channel to be opened for the QKD key dis-
tribution to Alice and Bob at the appropriate instants (which may be
different depending on the time delay required). Charlie already
knows the delay that he must use between the photon he sends to
Alice and the one he sends to Bob so that the reflected photons arrive
at his NPBS at the same instant. When triggered by the CNC, he then
sends his sequence of pulses to both Alice and Bob with this delay.
The CNC can set up this time calibration routine as frequently as
required so that the slow drifts in the speed of light over fiber that are
occurring constantly do not affect the quantum key distribution.71

There are a plurality of quantum network algorithms and protocols
that require the ability to configure the network in preparation for
simultaneous events and to determine whether those events indeed
happened simultaneously. Examples include but are not limited to,
superdense coding, various QKD protocols, and in general, numerous
network entanglement-based protocols. Ideally, all PTP message
exchanges are authenticated (for example, using annex K of IEEE
1588–2008) and encrypted using QKD-generated keys.72

It should also be noted that the CNC is indirectly controlling
things like coincidence detection windows and photon detector gating
as well as network switches and classical IEEE 802.1Qbv gate control.

FIG. 11. An example of quantum switch control. In this example, the quantum transmitter (A) requires connections to quantum receivers (B) and (C) for the time durations illus-
trated in (a). Periodic TSN scheduled control in classical connections (d)–(g) configures the transmitter and receivers to send and receive at the appropriate times. Classical
connection (e) aligns the quantum switch timing to output to (B) precisely when photons of sender A arrive on their way to receiver B (b) and aligns the switch timing to output
to receiver C precisely when photons from A arrive on their way to C (c).
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More extensive quantum network management and control is under
development by IEEE P1913 Software-Defined Quantum
Communication in which NETCONF/YANG modules enable net-
work configuration and control of quantum devices.69 If Charlie is
untrusted, careful consideration should be made regarding what capa-
bilities are placed on him. For example, Charlie does not need to par-
ticipate in the time synchronization and scheduling processes.
However, if a malicious party subverts time synchronization or sched-
uling through Charlie, the BSMs required for key generation will sim-
ply fail and the malicious action will be immediately detected. This
MDI-QKD application serves as an example for the quantum Internet
by stimulating development of the required control and orchestration.

Enabling an arbitrary Alice and Bob to successfully establish a
quantum connection with Charlie is the first step in sharing and estab-
lishing quantum entanglement for communication. See “Memory-
assisted measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution”
for more details on this.

The addition of quantum memory will enable Charlie to act as a
quantum repeater enabling Alice and Bob to approximately double
their communication distance while maintaining a quantum end-to-
end connection. Additional repeaters can be added, enabling a quan-
tum channel of indefinite length between Alice and Bob. However,
device orchestration more complex than the coincident example will
be required and can be implemented using the same general approach.

Memory lifetime depends on the particular physical implementa-
tion, with the maximum lifetime on the order of seconds. Quantum
memory lifetime is, of course, expected to continue increasing.

However, if quantum networks are to be realized in the near future,
they need to be able to handle short memory lifetimes, by careful
orchestration with time-sensitive network control. As discussed, TSN
scheduling is an optimization problem, but now it must account for
quantum constraints, such as memory lifetime.

D. Entanglement generation and distribution

Next, consider entanglement generation as illustrated in Fig. 13.
Entanglement is a precious, short-lived, and rapidly consumed
resource in quantum networking. Most quantum network protocols
consume entangled qubits in order to operate, including the funda-
mental operation of communication, which is teleportation. Thus,
entanglement must be efficiently generated and distributed throughout
the quantum network.

Entangled photon pairs are typically generated via processes like
spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) or spontaneous
four wave mixing (SFWM), where entanglement means that the state
of any of these particles cannot be described independently from the
state of the other. However, to utilize entanglement for communica-
tion, spatially remote devices, at opposite ends of a communication
link, must each have one of the entangled pair in their physical posses-
sion. Thus, each one or both of the entangled pair, depending upon
where the entanglement operation took place, must be distributed to
the appropriate ends of a communication link.

Photons are a natural choice of quantum carrier since they can
have relatively long coherence times when transported through

FIG. 12. An example application of a time-sensitive network control plane is shown creating a coincidence event. The quantum software-defined network controller is shown at
the bottom of the figure (quantum controller) and has knowledge of the network under its control. This is the typical manner in which TSN is used classically. The two quantum
sources [quantum source(s)], two of many possible sources, wish to create a coincident event at the optical component shown in the center of the figure (passive optics). The
switch (Benes switch), one of many possible switches along the path, is configured to support paths connecting the quantum sources to the passive optical device. IEEE
P1913 defines the YANG data model for the network observation and control that is required. The quantum controller configures a schedule for where pd1 and pd2 are quan-
tum source propagation delays through the quantum channels and tc is the desired coincidence time at the passive optical device. TSN controls the timing for the orchestration
of messages throughout the quantum network data plane while IEEE P1913, unrelated to TSN, defines the settable and observable values for configuring and controlling the
quantum network plane. As discussed in the text, some timing functions, such as sensing the quantum channel propagation delay, are performed by the optics and some via
TSN.
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suitable environments. However, photons only weakly interact with
each other in the presence of a nonlinear medium, which can make
quantum transduction challenging, as discussed.

Type-II spontaneous parametric down-conversion uses photons
for both entanglement generation and distribution, as illustrated in
Fig. 13. By pointing a laser beam toward a non-linear crystal, two
intersecting cones emerge from the crystal with a vertically polarized
photon on the upper cone and a horizontally polarized photon on the
lower cone. Polarization-entangled photons in one of the Bell states
are generated at the two intersections of the cones. The entangled pho-
tons travel through a quantum channel to reach their destinations,
namely Alice and Bob, where a transducer is invoked at each side for
transferring the entanglement from the flying qubit to the matter
qubit, i.e., to a qubit suitable for information processing/storage within
a quantum device.

An example of the TSN control plane for entanglement genera-
tion and distribution is shown, where the TSN flow (c) configures
entangled photons to be transmitted to Alice and Bob. This is the
type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion approach where
Alice and Bob must be configured via TSN connections (b) and (d) to
determine when a successful entangled pair has been received. This is
a time-sensitive operation because a coincidence needs to be detected
after considering propagation delays and the quantum memory will
have a limited lifetime. In all of these examples, Alice, Bob, and all
other nodes can vary depending upon which quantum entity is send-
ing, which is receiving, and the path taken through the quantum
network.

There are other mechanisms for entanglement distribution such
as atoms within optical cavities being excited by laser pulses and emit-
ted photons that travel along a waveguide and cause entanglement
with an atom in a similar remote cavity. However, the goal here is not

to exhaustively list the mechanisms for entanglement generation and
distribution, but to consider the feasibility of the TSN control plane in
their control.

It is important to note that entanglement distribution is a ran-
dom event and not always successful. Even when it is successful, the
quality, i.e., fidelity, of entanglement can be too low to be of use for
communication. Detecting and correcting this is the subject of the
next TSN control plane operation.

E. Entanglement distillation/purification

The next step to consider is ensuring the quality, i.e., fidelity, of
entanglement, illustrated in Fig. 14. Entanglement distillation, also
known as purification, is indicated by the simplified quantum circuits
shown at Alice (a) and Bob (b). The quantum circuits implement a
form of multi-qubit entanglement purification known as Deutsch’s
protocol. However, the basic concept can be explained via the simpler
Bennett’s protocol.60 In Bennett’s protocol, it is possible to form a
higher entanglement pair from two lower-entangled pairs. Thus, two
entangled pairs, a source and target pair are generated and distributed,
so that Alice and Bob each have one of the entangled pairs. Both Alice
and Bob independently perform a CNOT operation with the control
being the source pair and the NOT applied to the target pair. The
result of the NOT part of the operation is then measured by both Alice
and Bob. If the results are the same, then the source pair (still unmea-
sured) has higher fidelity relative to a singlet (entanglement) and is
kept for further rounds of purification. If the results are different, then
the source is discarded, and a new set of entangled pairs is distributed
for another round of purification. This operation can be repeated to
achieve an arbitrarily high level of entanglement at the cost of consum-
ing many entangled pairs in the process.

FIG. 13. An example of the TSN control plane for entanglement generation and distribution where the TSN flow (c) configures entangled photons to be transmitted to Alice and
Bob. This is type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion approach where Alice and Bob must be configured via TSN connections (b) and (d) to determine when a suc-
cessful entangled pair has been received. This is a time-sensitive operation because a coincidence needs to be detected after considering propagation delays and the quantum
memory will be have a limited lifetime.
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The TSN flows through classical connections (c)–(e) to configure
the comparison of measurements, in this case at (d). If the measure-
ments are equal then the Bell state entanglement is of sufficient fidelity.
If not equal, then they are discarded.

F. Entanglement swapping

Now that entanglement can be generated, distributed, and purified,
the next step is extending the entanglement distance across multiple
entangled hops using entanglement swapping as illustrated in Fig. 15.

FIG. 14. Entanglement distillation/purification is shown via the simplified quantum circuits shown at Alice (a) and Bob (b). The TSN flows through classical connections [(c)–(e)]
to configure the comparison of the measurements, in this case at (d). If the measurements are equal, then the Bell state entanglement is of sufficient fidelity. If not equal, then
they are discarded.

FIG. 15. Entanglement distribution from (a) to (b) and (c) to (d) has already been described. Entanglement swapping allows the distance to be extended by joining the (a)–(b)
and (c)–(d) quantum links by performing a joint measurement of (b) and (c). Depending upon the result of the measurement, a correction may be required at (e) by Bob. The
TSN control plane operates via flows (f)–(j) to coordinate entanglement distribution with the Bell measurement and the corresponding correction.
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This can be thought of as the teleportation protocol, discussed in the
next section, applied to transport a qubit that is already entangled with
another qubit.

Recall that entanglement distribution from (a) to (b) and (c) to
(d) has already been described. Entanglement swapping allows the dis-
tance to be extended by connecting the (a)–(b) and (c)–(d) quantum
links by performing a joint measurement of (b) and (c). Depending
upon the result of the measurement, a correction may be required at
(e) by Bob, just as in teleportation. The TSN control plane operates via
flows (f)–(j) to coordinate entanglement distribution with the Bell
measurement and the corresponding correction. A key point in all
these illustrations is that Alice, Bob, and all components can be
dynamically changing depending upon the quantum connections that
are requested.

G. Teleportation

Next, end-to-end quantum communication can finally take place
using teleportation, illustrated in Fig. 16. The details of quantum tele-
portation are well known and described in many places; the linear
algebra is fully worked out in Ref. 61.

Teleportation takes place between Alice and Bob, who are now
the application end-systems in a quantum network. The simplified
quantum circuit shows Bell state entanglement (a), followed by a sec-
ond entanglement of one of the entangled pairs with the qubit to be
transmitted (b). Measurement (c) indicates which operations must be
performed by Bob to retrieve the qubit that was transmitted (d). This
is intended to be an end-to-end transmission of quantum state across
the quantum network after previous operations explained earlier have
established sufficient end-to-end high-fidelity communication qubits.
This is a time-sensitive operation because the communication qubits

that have been painstakingly created have short lifetimes in quantum
memory and because the measurement at (c) must take place with the
correct corresponding received qubit as rapidly as possible. All of the
previously explained time-sensitive control for quantum entanglement
generation, distribution, distillation/purification, swapping, and tele-
portation must be precisely coordinated with one another.

H. Quantum network control and management

While the components described should enable a quantum net-
work, in theory, that could benefit industrial applications, experience
informs us that management, debugging, and operational error detec-
tion and control must be built-in. For classical networks, one can
observe, filter, and count each type of message on a link. The novel fea-
tures that make quantum networking useful and interesting, however,
mean that this can no longer be done; measuring photons destroys
them and entanglement can lead to non-obvious correlations.
Thinking about the ways in which a quantum network could go wrong
is important to do now rather than later.

Ideally, techniques such as Case diagrams62 (conservation of
communication message flow), Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) Management Information Bases (MIB) and YANG
model definition would be applicable. Instead, new techniques for
determining how to manage quantum networks will have to be discov-
ered. In the remainder of this section, some ideas are discussed.

1. Digital twin

The digital twin idea comes from Ref. 36 and was alluded to earlier
in this paper. The idea is to incorporate a virtual model of the quantum
network within the TSN scheduler. Since only secondary effects of quan-
tum phenomena within the network can be observed, a simulation

FIG. 16. Teleportation takes place between Alice and Bob. The simplified quantum circuit shows Bell state entanglement (a), followed by a second entanglement of one of the
entangled pairs with the qubit to be transmitted (b). Measurement (c) indicates which operations must be performed by Bob to retrieve the qubit that was transmitted (d). This
is intended to be an end-to-end transmission of quantum state across the quantum network after previous operations explained earlier have established sufficient end-to-end
communication qubits.
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running alongside the control plane provides the necessary inferences
that are required to understand, control, manage, and debug the network.

An open question is what minimal level of model or simulation
fidelity is required to provide adequate control. The more complex the
model, the less desirable this technique becomes. It can also be risky to
assume that the model represents the actual system under all condi-
tions without periodic checking between the model and the system as
described in Ref. 36.

2. Sacrificial photons

As mentioned, since photons in flight cannot be monitored with-
out destroying them, the system simply accepts that fact and operates
under the assumption that some fraction of photons will be sacrificed
for network management purposes. The advantage is that direct obser-
vation should be accurate. However, this comes at the cost of addi-
tional noise and loss in performance.

3. Ancilla

Ancilla, Latin for handmaid or slave, are extra qubits required to
achieve specific goals in quantum computing beyond the direct classi-
cal computational programming logic, such as achieving reversibility
in a quantum program or validation checking within a quantum pro-
gram. In classical computation, any bit in a computation can be turned
on or off at any location and at any time. However, this is not the case
in quantum computing, where all programs must be reversible, and
toggling a bit on or off would destroy information about its initial
value rendering the program irreversible.

Ancilla Inserting ancilla into quantum network operation can
provide a “handle” into network observability and control.

A disadvantage of ancilla for quantum network control and man-
agement is that they require additional hardware to implement with a
corresponding increase in cost. They also need to be designed carefully
in order to avoid adversely impacting network operation.

XIII. CONCLUSION

An industrial perspective on quantum networking helps
researchers understand the context and requirements for adoption of
quantum networking in industry. This is important because industry
has unique requirements in contrast to commercial and government
applications. Industry also has unique solutions for real-time network
control, specifically time-sensitive networking (TSN). A specific exam-
ple of QKD in the electric power grid was given in which controlling
the time of arrival of photons at Charlie is critical to making successful
Bell state measurements for measure-device-independent quantum
key distribution (MDI-QKD). The conclusion is that the electric power
grid is only one, relatively small application within a much larger
industrial ecosystem for quantum networking technology.

The benefits and requirements for quantum networking applica-
tions such as distributed computing and sensing were discussed in
broad terms. The value of quantum technologies in industry must be
favorable before it will be adopted, there must be a quantum advan-
tage. Value (the ratio of benefit to cost) is often overlooked in aca-
demic research thus, a discussion of the cost and ideas for its
minimization in industrial environments were provided to enable new
research ideas.

A significant approach to minimizing cost in industry is the
development of standards. The status and benefits of standards were
discussed. QKD standardization is developing rapidly and can be seen
as the basis for quantum networking, and MDI-QKD was noted in
particular as the basis for a quantum repeater.

Since the primary goal of QKD systems is to provide security,
they tend to minimize more general quantum networking needs such
as openness, flexibility, and management, instead operating as fixed,
closed systems within the network. However, we note that QKD and
quantum networking share the same technology and each builds upon
challenges and advances from the other.

However, a solution toward flexible, open control of quantum
networks is leveraged from industrial control networking and TSN in
particular. Network synchronization and control are introduced via
the concept of a TSN quantum network control plane. The mecha-
nisms for precise and stable time synchronization were introduced
along with the scheduling of deterministic TSN message flows to pro-
vide precise timing and control for the quantum network.

TSN is a software-defined network (SDN) approach in which
separate control and data planes are shown to comprise the quantum
network. TSN is composed of a suite of IEEE 802.1 standards that pro-
vide open specifications for TSN, and thus by extension, quantum net-
work configuration. IEEE P1913 is developing the specific
configuration specifications for quantum networks.

Important differences are noted between the needs of indus-
trial quantum networking and current published research in quan-
tum communications with respect to scalability, channel capacity,
and transduction. First, the ability to scale the number of quantum
network interconnections, that is, to efficiently interconnecting
many quantum network devices is a requirement that must be
addressed rather than focusing almost exclusively on increasing
distance. Second, in contrast to much of the effort to extend com-
munication distance and data rate of QKD, it is more important to
enable shorter distance, low data rate, and low-cost, encrypted
communication in industrial applications. In other words, quan-
tum advantage should be found first in a local area network before
extending to longer distance connections via quantum repeaters.
Third, efficient and universally applicable quantum transduction is
required among different quantum technologies.

The transition and integration from QKD to generalized quan-
tum networking is discussed beginning with MDI-QKD as a migration
path. MDI-QKD is a specific example for a TSN control plane and a
foundation for a generalized quantum repeater. Specifically, imple-
mentation of QKD in photonic integrated circuits (PIC) via the plug-
and-play MDI-QKD technique by replacing the Faraday mirrors with
a PBS/PR combination in a waveguide loop to enable low-cost imple-
mentation of QKD across the hundreds of thousands of devices on the
power grid network, which address the network interconnectivity scal-
ability issue mentioned previously mentioned.

Given network time synchronization and TSN scheduling capa-
bility previously described, examples of the TSN quantum network
control plane applied to specific quantum network operations are
described. These examples include creation of simultaneous events,
quantum switch control, entanglement generation and distribution,
entanglement distillation, entanglement swapping, and quantum tele-
portation. In each of these quantum network control plane examples,
the remote orchestration and control of events across the network are
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specified, which is significant because it provides a first step in design-
ing the quantum network control plane.

We find that each exemplar of the quantum network control
plane described above also exposes challenges with quantum network
control and management because the very nature of quantum
mechanics that provides the unique properties desired also precludes
the use of classical techniques for network control and management.
Direct probing of the network for its health by counting types of
“messages” and peeking into “messages” is not possible. If the quan-
tum network is operating perfectly, one can apply the controls
required in open loop control. However, network control and manage-
ment are most needed when the network is not operating perfectly. To
address quantum network observability and feedback for improved
control, the pros and cons of digital twin, sacrificial photons, and
ancilla are explained.

We believe that industry has the technology and components to
build a quantum network.
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